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"We've hit this almost invisible wall in a stronger dollar, it is impacting everything," said Peter Kenny, chief market strategist at Clearpool Group in New York

"LEGO Worlds" will be an open environment of LEGO bricks in which users can freely manipulated bricks and pixels to build anything from a tropical island to a fleet of airplanes

"Obesity is greatest in people with schizophrenia and bipolar affective disorder

Florida, the riskiest place in the United States for hurricane strikes, has had nine hurricane-free years, allowing state insurers to build up record capital reserves

Separately, the HSBC/Markit PMI came in at 49.2 in May, down for a third month and below the 50-point level that separates an expansion from a contraction in activity

But the loss of my friend will never heal," Morgan told the "Today" show in an emotional interview Monday, his first public appearance since his deadly car wreck on the New Jersey Turnpike last June.

I’ll get back to making you laugh
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After Oakland tacked on an insurance run in the bottom of the eighth, Clippard allowed a leadoff single by A-Rod.

The Sunni Muslim states regard the Houthis as a threat to the stability of Yemen, which flanks the world's top oil exporter Saudi Arabia.

The sensors use a patented algorithm to filter the signals it picks up into two heartbeat recordings.

Oculus VR, the company Facebook bought for $2 billion and a leader in the VR headset market, is expected to start shipping a consumer version early next year.

Good health is a lifetime journey and when it comes to making better choices and changing habits, you are best to do it in baby steps and incorporate one thing one day, week or month, at a time.

After financial troubles, in 2008 he handed over the title to the ranch to investment firm Colony Capital LLC, which held his $23 million loan on the property.
Six mice were delivered to the ISS in August 2009 by the Discovery shuttle, in a specially built "Mouse Drawer System".

Parliament amended the electoral law on 15 January, allowing an estimated one million people displaced by the insurgency to cast their votes.

He took 56.4 percent of the vote and a majority in every county, allowing Graham to point to widespread strength among those voters who know him best.

"A common mistake is going too quick too soon," he said.

Espinoza has spread the wealth, too, donating a portion of his purse earnings to City of Hope in Duarte, California, a leading cancer research and treatment center.

According to Carney, the company has been pitching the service to insurance providers for more than two years.

Each section has all the services you’re familiar with if you’ve ever delved into the deep settings of your account before.

The upgrade also comes with new versions of OneNote and Outlook; upgraded versions of Word, Excel and PowerPoint will be sold separately.

The upgrade also comes with new versions of OneNote and Outlook; upgraded versions of Word, Excel and PowerPoint will be sold separately.
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Discovery of a root cause of Takata's air bag problems "is not imminent," according to David Kelly, head of an automakers' coalition investigating Takata air bag inflator ruptures
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